CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

5.1 Conclusions

After analyzing the data conclusions are drawn as the following.

(1) The realization of speech functions in mood in the text. The first text, “KPK Buka Kemungkinan Periksa Kembali” speech function has realized in mood which has 50.51%. Four types of speech function has realized in three kinds of mood. Statement has realized in declarative which has 56.29%. Command has realized in imperative which has 8.70%. Offer has realized in mood which has 50%. Question has realized in interrogative which has 50%. The second text, speech function has realized in mood which has 44.90%. Four types of speech function has realized in three kinds of mood. Statement has realized in declarative which has 54.32%. Command has realized in imperative which has 18.18%. Offer has realized in mood which has 50%. Question has realized in interrogative which has 0%. Speech function has realized in mood by elaboration in the Table 1.2: elaboration realization of speech function in mood.

(2) The types of speech function in both of the speeches are: statement, offer, question, and command. The dominant speech function in the first speech is statement (95.92%) and the second speech is statement (89.80%). Both of the speeches statement is the dominant speech function, this happens because as a speaker was giving the information for the people. He was explaining about the case or issue to the people, so that the aim of the speaking was to clarify the people about the issue. The first text, the issue is about KPK which were happened in the public area when the
condition has got well. The second speech, the issue is about public which was talking about the text. This research has found that the text is almost using statement in the sentence which is to help the speaker to inform the people about the problem or the issue. The sentence of the texts should be clear because it can make different interpretation if the speech is not clear. The main function of speech is giving, explaining, and clarifying something happens in the society.

(3) The four speech functions in initiating are realized as follows: statement realized by declarative Mood, question realized by interrogative Mood, and command realized by imperative Mood. The researcher concludes that speech function refers to the verb in the sentence. It categorizes in the semantics term. Semantics term has realized in the lexicogrammar. Every sentence has realized in the speech function, and also speech function in semantics has realized in mood system in lexicogrammar. The conclusion is text as the object of the study which realizes in the speech function and mood. It could be dominant using of speech function. So that is the reason why speech function is the dominant using in the speech.

5.2 Suggestions

In relation to the conclusions, suggestions are stated as the following.

(1) For the language students, to do research about the speech side in many area of research. This is to make it be one of the many areas of the research because speech is many implicit meaning inside. So, that is the big chance to explore in another field of the language itself.
(2) It is recommended to the lecturer hoped to give the attention by studying about the speech in the class. It can help the students to make the speech which is not long-winded speech.

(3) For the language author, to publish more references about speech function. It will help the researcher to find many theories about speech function.